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he¡Touch.

FOR EVERYTHING
YOU IMAGINE
he¡Touch,,the exclusive series of touch-screen
terminals designed to send orders to the security
system, or to the entire home-automation
installation.
The touch-screen terminals are the supervisory
part of the burglar-proof system; they control
and manage different situations, activating preset
SCENARIOS or acting directly on the required
peripheral (e.g. activate or deactivate a single zone
or sensor).
The he¡Touch range, broad and extensive, is
put together to meet any and all installation
requirements.
A monochrome model is available with a 5.5"
blue background, it is ideal to couple with
Came's burglar-proof system. Also, there is a 3.8"
monochrome screen, plus various versions with
6.4" and 12.1" colour screens.
(see the home-automation catalogue)
All of the models are fitted with a simple, intuitive
interface, with modern design and a broad range of
colour frames, to fit just right into any interior-decor
setting.
Installing one or more he¡Touch, means enhancing
the ergonomics of your entire burglar-proof alarm
system.

HOW THEY WORK
Each terminal is connected via an RS232 serial
connection to the burglar-proof control unit and, via
the he¡Bus connection, to the home-automation
system, if present.
The terminal connected to the Came burglarproof control unit will function in MASTER mode
compared to all the other SLAVE terminals.
CREATE
NEW LIVING SPACES.
CUSTOMISE AND ENHANCE THEM.
The cutting-edge, Came designed
he¡Touch terminals, feature a
hi-tech soul inside of sharp,
stylish aesthetics with a strong
personality.
Sheer design products,
boasting ultra-modern
colour or monochrome
screens, elegant,
customisable icons and a full
frame-colour range. To create
perfect harmony between
technology and decor for a
unique living environment.
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MANAGE YOUR HOME
WITH THE IDEAL SCENARIO

All security conditions at a "touch"!
Set up the home to leave for the holidays, lower all
shutters and raise awnings, engage the burglarproof alarm system, the perimetral control and
video control.
Create all of the situations you wish with one touch;
he¡Touch command is a sure sign of comfort.

Came's burglar-proof system, through its
SCENARIO concept, lets you condense all of your
needs into one command, and activate them via
touch screen or via your iPhone, wherever you may
be, even after driving away from home.

Just think of the possibilities to combine and
programme each function of your burglar-proof
system, like activating all of the volumetric and
perimetral sensors, or just those in the night area,
or engaging the burglar-proof alarm to cover the
garage area.
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FROM HOME,
WHILE TRAVELLING,
FROM ANYWHERE

AT HOME

WHILE TRAVELLING

On he¡Touch series touch screens you can either
select the SCENARIO or the single function to
control the burglar-proof alarm system in your
home.
You can also send commands via the keypads or
the inserters located in the rooms.

Via simple SMSs, which are duly coded and
inputed through the telephone network, you can
control the burglar-proof alarm system from any
remote position.
If together with the burglar-proof alarm system you
also install the he¡ Came home-automation system,
connecting to he¡Touch can be done while you are
travelling thanks to the TCP-IP communications
protocol, which allows direct internet link-up with
the home-automation units, for overall control of the
home (only with he¡Touch colour touch screens).
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APPLICATIVE SCHEMES
CONNECTING THE
MONOCHROME
TOUCH SCREENS

As shown in the diagram on the following page, the he¡Touch video
terminal is connected to port RS232 featured on-board the control
unit, via the supplied interface.
The touch screen connected to the burglar-proof control unit runs on
MASTER mode while all the other terminals run on SLAVE mode, and
a total 8 touch screens can be connected (7 SLAVES + 1 MASTER).
The 002STS550M terminal, if implemented with the 001SDOMO2
software, besides control of the burglar-proof system, provides
connection to any input and output home-automation modules of the
he¡Bus series.
Using the he¡Touch terminals, you can configure the burglar-proof
system to the maximum potential, with streamlined operation and if
wanted, full integration with the home-automation installation.
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Standard scheme
001SMR8ICI
Remote input
expansion module
Perimetral
detector

SINTS series
transponder
inserters
Perimetral
detector

001STLCDFN
Keypad
Perimetral
detector

001SKEYT
Transponder key

002STS550M
SLAVE
touch-screen
terminal

002STS550M
SLAVE
touch-screen
terminal

RS485

001SIGSM
GSM module

GS

001SLUNA

Ml

ine

Outdoor siren

002STS550M
SLAVE
touch-screen
terminal

RS232

002STS550M
SLAVE
touch-screen
terminal

Series CP
Burglar-proof
control unit

009SSP400
Indoor siren

002STS550M
001SDT215
Volumetric detectors

SLAVE
touch-screen
terminal

002STS550M
SLAVE
touch-screen
terminal

002STS550M
he¡Bus

SLAVE
touch-screen
terminal

002STS550M
MASTER
touch-screen terminal
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MONOCHROME
TOUCH SCREEN

The touch-screen terminal lets you supervise
and control your entire burglar-proof system.
Inserting a home-automation system or one or more colour touchscreen terminals means enjoying a set of functions, described below,
that allow you to visually manage the system you have installed.
• Virtual keypad
The 002STS550M monochrome terminal provides
Control of either the 002SCP4060 or 002SCP8192 control units via
a virtual keypad which lets you engage and disengage the system
and launch specifically preset scenarios.
• Graphic maps
The terminal allows you to visually manage the system
It can be programmed so that the main page shows the general floor
plan of the home.
By selecting one of the rooms you will display sensitive icons
depicting the detectors installed in protection of the chosen room.
If the alarm sounds, the detector which triggered the alarm will be
highlighted.

Position of detectors
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002STS550M
5.5" blue screen touch-screen terminal
5.5" Touch-screen terminal, blue screen, resolution: 320 X 240,
required to manage Graphic Maps in Alarm System. Complete with
RS232 interface for connecting the touch screen, the 002SCP4020,
002SCP4060 and 002SCP8192 control units. Complement with a
frame of choice and flush-mounting box. Complete with programming
software.
Flush-mounting boxes
001STSBOX4 Plastic flush-mounting box for terminal item 002ST550M and frame
items 001SCX550A, 001SCX550B, 001SCX550N and 001SCX550X.

001STSBOX5 Stainless steel flush-mounting box for terminal item 002ST550M
and frame items 001SCF550A, 001SCF550B, 001SCF550N and 001SCF550X.

001SCF550A

001SCX550A

Silver frame made of LOW PROFILE plexiglas for terminal item
002STS550M
To use with flush-mounting box item 001STBOX05

White frame made of plexiglas for terminal item 002STS550M
To use with flush-mounting box item 001STBOX05

Colours available:
001SCF550A - silver
001SCF550B - white
001SCF550N - black
001SCF550X - on request RAL

Colours available:
001SCX550A - silver
001SCX550B - white
001SCX550N - black
001SCX550X - on request RAL

DESCRIPTION002DTS380M
Type
Power supply (V DC)
Power draw (mA)
Dimensions (mm)
Dimensions (")
Resolution (pixels)
Working temperature (°C)
Stocking temperature (C°)
Relative working humidity (%)
Relative stocking humidity (%)
Compliant with

002STS550M
12 ÷ 26
50 ÷ 150 (with lighting)
130 x 195 x 60
5.5
320 x 240
-5 ÷ +40
-10 ÷ +50
93 ÷ 75 No condensation
85 ÷ 75 No condensation
EN 50081-1 EN 50082-1
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THINK
MAXIMUM SECURITY,
ALWAYS!

HOME SECURITY

BURGLAR-PROOF SYSTEM

Came's security system is always active and
present. Especially when those living in the house
are out. Gas and water leaks, floods and power
outages: all are duly eluded thanks to the specific
modules engineered by Came to safeguard the
peace in your home in every moment.
Once away from home, users can enjoy constant
monitoring, thanks to the TCP-IP communications
protocol, which directly connects to the home
automation system and remote control via the
internet or GSM network.

Even the 100% Came burglar-proof system
diligently integrates with the he¡ home-automation
system.
Born of the meticulous labour of Came Domotic
System and Came's R&D department, boasting
over thirty years of experience in engineering and
designing security and home automation, this
state-of-the-art burglar-proof device is a dynamic,
modular and customisable product.
All of this is driven by needs of the end customers
and their life styles. Ready to watch over every
room, it can interact with automated devices that
notify the user any time an alarm is sprung, or
with video-surveillance installations that view every
corner of the home directly on a cell phone.
From here on, safety knows no limits.
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BURGLAR-PROOF SYSTEM
CONTROL UNIT

The 002SCP4020 is a small-size installation
control unit with different performance
requirements and lower costs.
The 002SCP4020 is our “entry level” control unit of the Came burglarproof alarm system. The basic set up is with 4 wired inputs.
There is an RS485 bus line on which you can connect up to 4 keypads
and 4 transponder inserters. By connecting the 001SRX128D radio
expansion module onto the bus line, the system can take an additional
16 radio inputs, for a total of 92 inputs, both wired and radio.
The control unit also features 4 programmable outputs inside.
It provides for management of 99 programmable user-codes and 99
transponder keys.
The inputs can be grouped into 4 individually programmable areas,
where each can manage: any outputs, access codes, keypads,
inserters and telephone numbers associated to it.
There is an on-board PSTN telephone combiner, for digital alarmmessage transmission and, by adding either the 001SGV64 or
the 001SGV256 voice-synthesis module, alarm messages can be
transmitted in voice form. By using the 001SIGSM module the alarms
can be transmitted even via the GSM line, in voice form or via specific
SMS. The combiner is bidirectional, and can be called by a remote
telephone on the GSM or PSTN lines, and once connected the
following control operations are possible, all aided by a voice guide:
• control-unit status query
• activation and deactivation of control unit
• power supply and fuses status query
• events memory query
• input and temporary input exclusion query
• output activation and query
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All of these operations and the entire management of the control unit
can be done by users from remote, even via SMS command, followed
by an SMS confirmation, from the control unit itself.
Also available are the two interface cards for connecting the control
unit to the LAN network. The 001SSIP lets the control unit speak with
a local PC connected to the network or with a remote PC connected
to the internet. The 001SIFLAN has an on-board web server and can
reach the control unit from either local or remote internet-connected
PCs via a common web browser.
The SWLINK programming software lets you programme all
parameters and best configure the entire Came burglar-proof system.

Standard scheme

001STXW003WL

001SRX128D

001SIR215WL

Perimetral radio
detector

DualBand radio
receiver

Volumetric radio
detector

SINTS series

COMMAND SMS
CONFIRMATION SMS

001SKEYT

transponder
inserter

TRANSMISSION OF
ALARMS IN VOICE
AND VOICE GUIDE
FORMS FOR REMOTE
CONTROL

G

SM

Transponder
key

001STLCDS

lin

Keypad

e

001STLCDFN
Keypad

Local pc

001SIGSM
GSM module

RS485

001SGV64 - 001SGV256

LAN NETWORK

Programmable voice
guide card

001SLUNA
Outdoor siren

HUB
SWITCH

001SIFLAN
Webserver
interface

ADSL Modem
Router

009SSP400
Indoor siren

002SCP4020
Burglar-proof
control unit

PSTN LINE

INTERNET
TRANSMISSION OF ALARMS
IN DIGITAL AND VOICE
FORMS

001SDT215
Volumetric detectors

ADSL Modem
Router

Remote PC
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BURGLAR-PROOF SYSTEM
CONTROL UNIT

The 002SCP4060 control unit is the ideal
solution for residential installations that require
lots of flexibility and expandability at any given
time.
The 002SCP4060 is our mid-level control unit for the Came system.
4 wired inputs expandable to 12 by means of the 001SEXP8 8 inputs
expansion card, to be installed into the control unit.
Included is an RS485 bus line on which it is possible to connect the
001SMR8ICI 8-input expansion module through which it is possible
to expand them wired inputs to 20. By connecting the 001SRX128D
radio expansion-module onto the bus line, the system can take an
additional 40 radio inputs, for a total of 60 inputs, both wired and radio.
The control unit also features 4 programmable outputs (expandable
to 20) by connecting 2 001SMR8O4R 8-output remote expansionmodules on the bus line. It provides for management of 999
programmable user-codes and 999 transponder keys.
The inputs can be grouped into 8 individually programmable areas,
where each can manage: any outputs, access codes, keypads,
inserters and telephone numbers associated to it.
There is an on-board PSTN telephone combiner, for digital alarmmessage transmission and, by adding either the 001SGV64 or
the 001SGV256 voice-synthesis module, alarm messages can be
transmitted in voice form. By using the 001SIGSM module the alarms
can be transmitted even via the GSM line, in voice form or via specific
SMS.
The combiner is bidirectional, and can be called by a remote telephone
on the GSM or PSTN lines, and once connected the following control
operations are possible, all aided by a voice guide:
• control unit status query
• activation and deactivation of control unit
• power supply and fuses status query
• events memory query
• input and temporary input exclusion query
• output activation and query
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All of these operations and the entire management of the control unit
can be done by users from remote even via SMS command, followed
by an SMS confirmation, from the control unit itself.
Also available are the two interface cards for connecting the control
unit to the LAN network. 001IFSIP The 001SSIP lets the control unit
speak with a local PC connected to the network or with a remote
PC connected to the internet. The 001SIFLAN has an on-board web
server and can reach the control unit form either local or remote
internet-connected PCs via a common web browser.
The SWLINK programming software lets you program all parameters
and best configure the entire Came burglar-proof system.

Standard scheme

001STXW003WL

001SRX128D

001SIR215WL

Perimetral radio
detector

DualBand radio
receiver

Volumetric radio
detector

001SMR8O4R
Remote output expansion module
(up to 2).

001SMR8ICI

COMMAND SMS
CONFIRMATION SMS

Remote input
expansion module

TRANSMISSION OF
ALARMS IN VOICE
AND VOICE GUIDE
FORMS FOR REMOTE
CONTROL

G

SM

SINTS series

001SEXP8

lin

e

Transponder
inserter

Expansion
card

001STLCDS
Keypad

Local PC

001SIGSM
GSM module

001STLCDFN
Keypad

001SGV64 - 001SGV256

LAN NETWORK

Programmable voice
guide card

001SLUNA

RS485

Outdoor siren

HUB
SWITCH

001SIFLAN
Webserver
interface

009SSP400
Indoor siren

002SCP4060
Burglar-proof control unit

PSTN LINE

ADSL Modem
Router
TRANSMISSION OF ALARMS
IN DIGITAL AND VOICE
FORMS

RS232
INTERNET

002STS550M
001SDT215
ADSL Modem
Router

Remote PC

Volumetric detectors

MASTER
touch-screen terminal
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BURGLAR-PROOF SYSTEM
CONTROL UNIT

002SCP8192 is the ideal solution for
high quality residential installations where
programmable access logics to the installation
zones are required.
The basic 002SCP8192 has 8 wired inputs expandable to 16 by
means of the 001SEXP8 8-input expansion card, to be installed into
the control unit. There is an RS485 bus line on which you can connect
up to 14 001SMR8ICI 8-input remote expansion modules expandable
to 128 wired inputs. By connecting the 001SRX128D radio expansionmodule onto the bus line, the system can take an additional 64 radio
inputs, for a total of 92 inputs, both wired and radio.
Also, the control unit inside features 8 programmable outputs
(expandable to 128) and, by connecting onto the bus line 15
001SMR8O4R 8-output remote expansion-modules, lets you manage
999 programmable user codes and 999 transponder keys.
The inputs can be grouped into 16 individually programmable areas,
where each can manage: any outputs, access codes, keypads,
inserters and telephone numbers associated to it.
There is an on-board PSTN telephone combiner, for digital alarmmessage transmission and, by adding either the 001SGV64 or
the 001SGV256 voice-synthesis module, alarm messages can be
transmitted in voice form. By using the 001SIGSM module the alarms
can be transmitted even via the GSM line, in voice form or via specific
SMS.
The combiner is bidirectional, and can be called by a remote telephone
on the GSM or PSTN lines, and once connected the following control
operations are possible, all aided by a voice guide:
• control unit status query
• activation and deactivation of control unit
• power supply and fuses status query
• events memory query
• input and temporary input exclusion query
• output activation and query
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Also available are the two interface cards for connecting the control
unit to the LAN network. The 001SSIP lets the control unit speak with
a local PC connected to the network or with a remote PC connected
to the internet. The 001SIFLAN has an on-board web server and can
reach the control unit from either local or remote internet-connected
PCs via a common web browser.
The SWLINK programming software lets you programme all
parameters and best configure the entire Came burglar-proof system.

Standard scheme

001STXW003WL

001SRX128D

001SIR215WL

Perimetral radio
detector

DualBand radio
receiver

Radio volumetric
detector

001SMR8O4R
Remote output expansion module
(up to 15).

001SMR8ICI

COMMAND SMS
CONFIRMATION SMS

Remote input expansion module
(up to 14).

TRANSMISSION OF
ALARMS IN VOICE
AND VOICE GUIDE
FORMS FOR REMOTE
CONTROL

G

SM

001SEXP8

lin

e

SINTS series

Expansion
card

transponder inserter

001STLCDS

Local PC

Keypad

001SIGSM
GSM module

001STLCDFN
Keypad

LAN NETWORK

001SGV64 - 001SGV256
Programmable voice
guide card

001SLUNA

RS485

Outdoor siren

HUB
SWITCH

001SIFLAN
Webserver
interface

009SSP400
Indoor siren

002SCP8192
Burglar-proof control unit

PSTN LINE

Modem Router
ADSL
TRANSMISSION OF ALARMS
IN DIGITAL AND VOICE
FORMS

RS232
INTERNET

002STS550M
001SDT215
Modem Router
ADSL

Remote PC

Volumetric detectors

MASTER
touch-screen terminal
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BURGLAR-PROOF SYSTEM
CONTROL UNIT

002SCP4020

002SCP4020TB

002SCP4020TN

Control unit with 20 inputs
without keypad
4-input burglar-proof control
unit with single/double
balancing, impulse-counter,
NC, NO, 4 outputs, 4 areas,
expandable to: 16 radio inputs
(with item 001SRX128D radio
receiver).
Built-in telephone communicator.

Control unit with 20 inputs
and 001STLCDFB keypad
Single/double balancing,
impulse-counter, NC, NO, 4
outputs, 4 areas, expandable
to: 16 radio inputs (with
item 001SRX128D radio
receiver). Built-in telephone
communicator. Supplied with
the 001STLCDFB keypad item.

Control unit with 20 inputs
with 001STLCDFN keypad
4-input burglar-proof control
unit with single/double
balancing, impulse-counter,
NC, NO, 4 outputs, 4 areas,
expandable to: 16 radio inputs
(with item 001SRX128D radio
receiver).
Built-in telephone communicator.
Supplied with the 001STLCDFB
keypad item.

002SCP4060

002SCP4060TB

002SCP4060TN

Intruder alarm control unit 60
inputs without keypad
4-input burglar-proof control
unit with single/double
balancing, impulse-counter,
NC, NO, 4 outputs, 8 areas,
expandable to: 20 inputs (with
1 item 001SEXP8 expansion
card and 1 remote module
item 001SMR8ICI); 20 outputs
(with 2 item 001SMR804R
expansion cards); 40 radio
inputs (with item 001SRX128D
radio receiver).
Built-in telephone communicator.

Intruder alarm control
unit with 60 inputs and
001STLCDFB keypad
Single/double balancing,
impulse-counter, NC, NO, 4
outputs, 8 areas, expandable
to: 20 inputs (with 1 item
001SEXP8 expansion card
and 1 remote module item
001SMR8ICI); 20 outputs (with
2 item 001SMR804R expansion
cards); 40 radio inputs (with item
001SRX128D radio receiver).
Built-in telephone communicator.
Supplied with the 001STLCDFB
keypad item.

Intruder alarm control
unit with 60 inputs and
001STLCDFB keypad
4-input burglar-proof control
unit with single/double
balancing, impulse-counter,
NC, NO, 4 outputs, 8 areas,
expandable to: 20 inputs (with
1 item 001SEXP8 expansion
card and 1 remote module
item 001SMR8ICI); 20 outputs
(with 2 item 001SMR804R
expansion cards); 40 radio
inputs (with item 001SRX128D
radio receiver).
Built-in telephone communicator.
Supplied with the 001STLCDFB
keypad item.

002SCP8192

002SCP8192TB

002SCP8192TN

Control unit with 192 inputs
without keypad
8-input burglar proof control
unit with single/double
balancing, impulse-counter,
NC, NO, 8 outputs, 16 areas,
expandable to: 128 inputs (with
1 item 001SEXP8 expansion
card and 14 remote modules
item 001SMR8ICI); 128 outputs
(with 15 item 001SMR804R
expansion cards); 64 radio
inputs (with item 001SRX128D
radio receiver).
Built-in telephone communicator.

Intruder alarm control
unit with 192 inputs and
001STLCDFB keypad
Single/double balancing,
impulse-counter, NC, NO, 8
outputs, 16 areas, expandable
to: 128 inputs (with 1 item
001SEXP8 expansion card
and 14 remote modules item
001SMR8ICI);
128 outputs (with 15 item
001SMR804R expansion
cards); 64 radio inputs (with
item 001SRX128D radio
receiver).
Built-in telephone communicator.
Supplied with the 001STLCDFB
keypad item.

Control unit with 192 inputs
with 001STLCDFN keypad
8-input burglar proof control
unit with single/double
balancing, impulse-counter,
NC, NO, 8 outputs, 16 areas,
expandable to: 128 inputs (with
1 item 001SEXP8 expansion
card and 14 remote modules
item 001SMR8ICI); 128 outputs
(with 15 item 001SMR804R
expansion cards); 64 radio
inputs (with item 001SRX128D
radio receiver).
Built-in telephone communicator.
Supplied with the 001STLCDFB
keypad item.

Dimensions :
305 X 220 X 70 mm

Dimensions :
405 x 295 x 90

Dimensions :
460 x 360 x 90
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DESCRIPTION
Type
Basic inputs in control unit
Entrance expansion in control unit
Remote inputs on bus
Radio inputs
Total inputs
Relay outputs in control unit
Programmable outputs in control unit
Remote exits programmable on bus
Total programmable outputs
Areas
Scenarios
Entrance expansion module in control unit
Expansion module inputs on bus
Expansion module outputs on bus
Radio concentration modules on bus
Inserters
Keypads
Connection to touch screen terminals
Transponder keys
Installer's codes
User code
Radio transmitters
Timer
Event log
PSTN Combiner
GSM Combiner
Voice synthesis
Telephone numbers
CONTACT-ID protocol alarm transmission
Power units on bus (future set up)
Bus RS485
LAN output
Control by SMS
Remote control with voice guide
Remote programming and assistance via internet
PSTN remote programming and assistance
GSM remote programming and assistance
RTC with buffer battery

002SCP4020TB
002SCP4020 - 002SCP4020
4
16
20
1
4
4
4
32
2
4
4
NO
20 (99 with the 001SGV256)
1
20 (99 with the 001SGV256)
8
Daily / Weekly
200 (999 with the 001SGV256)
YES
Optional (001SIGSM)
Optional (001SGV64 or 001SGV256)
8
YES
0
1
Optional (001SIFLAN or 001SSIP)
YES (with 001SIGSM)
YES (with 001SGV64 or 001SGV256)
YES (with 001SIFLAN or 001SSIP)
YES
YES (with 001SIGSM)
NO

002SCP4060TB
002SCP4060TN - 002SCP4060
4
8
8
40
60
2
4
16
20
8
32
1
1
2
8
8
8
YES
50 (999 with the 001SGV256)
1
50 (999 with the 001SGV256)
32
Daily / Weekly
999 (9999 with the 001S GV256)
YES
Optional (001SIGSM)
Optional (001SGV64 or 001SGV256)
16
YES
8
1
Optional (001SIFLAN or 001SSIP)
YES (with 001SIGSM)
YES (with 001SGV64 or 001SGV256)
YES (with 001SIFLAN or 001SSIP)
YES
YES (with 001SIGSM)
NO

002SCP8192TB
002SCP8192TN - 002SCP8192
8
8
112
64
192
3
8
120
128
16
32
1
14
15
16
16
16
YES
50 (999 with the 001SGV256)
1
50 (999 with the 001SGV256)
32
Daily / Weekly
999 (9999 with the 001SGV256)
YES
Optional (001SIGSM)
Optional (001SGV64 or 001SGV256)
16
YES
16
2+2
Optional (001SIFLAN or 001SSIP)
YES (with 001SIGSM)
YES (with 001SGV64 or 001SGV256)
YES (with 001SIFLAN or 001SSIP)
YES
YES (with 001SIGSM)
YES

002SCP4020TB
002SCP4020 - 002SCP4020

002SCP4060TB
002SCP4060TN - 002SCP4060
230 -15% + 10% 50/60 Hz
1.5
38
70 (excluding battery recharge)
7.2 / 15
0 ÷ +40
25 ÷ 75 ÷ no condensation
2
1
405 x 295 x 90
30
4.5 (without battery)

002SCP8192TB
002SCP8192TN - 002SCP8192

DESCRIPTION
Type
Power supply voltage (V
Power source (A)
Transformer (VA)
Power draw (mA)
Battery (Ah)
Working temperature (°C)
Relative working humidity (%)
Max safety rating
Environmental Class
Dimensions (mm) B X L X P)
IP
Weight (Kg)

1
20
70 (excluding battery recharge)
7.2
0 ÷ +40
25 ÷ 75 ÷ no condensation
2
1
305 x 215 x 70
30
2.7 (without battery)

2.5
52
71 (excluding battery recharge)
15
0 ÷ +40
25 ÷ 75 ÷ no condensation
2
1
490 x 360 x 90
30
5.95 (without battery)
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CONTROL UNIT
EXPANSION-MODULES

The Came modules for expanding the number
of control unit inputs and outputs.
001SEXP8 8-input expansion module
Allows the number of inputs in control units 002SCP4060 and
002SCP8192 to be expanded. It is housed in the central card.
The inputs can be programmed as either single/double balanced,
impulse counter, NC, NO.
The impulse counter (IC) function makes it possible to directly connect
to the input of the inertial detectors module and shutter movement
detectors, doing away with any interface devices.
001SMR8ICI 8-input remote expansion module
Allows you to expand the number of inputs in the 002SCP4060 and
002SCP8192 control units.To connect to the RS485 bus line. The
inputs can be programmed as either single/double balanced, impulse
counter, NC, NO.
The impulse counter (IC) function makes it possible to directly connect
to the input of the inertial detectors module and shutter movement
detectors, doing away with any interface devices.
Complete with plastic casing.
001SMR8O4R 8-output remote expansion module
Allows the number of inputs in control units 002SCP4060 and
002SCP8192 to be expanded.
To connect to the RS485 bus line.
4 open collector outputs and 4 relay outputs.
Complete with plastic casing.
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001SEXP8

001SMR8ICI

001SMR8O4R

8-input expansion module
8-input plug-in expansion
card single/double balancing,
impulse counting, NC, NA, for
control units item 002SCP4060
and item 002SCP8192.

8-input remote expansion
module
Remote expansion module
8 singularly programmable
inputs: double balancing,single
balancing, impulse counting,
NC, NA, for control units
item 002SCp4060 and item
002SCP8192. Complete with
plastic casing.
RS-485 bus connection with 4
wires.

8-output remote expansion
module
8-output remote expansion
module: 4 relay exits with
NC-NA switch and 4 opencollector outputs, for control
units item 002SCP406 and item
002SCP8192.
Complete with plastic casing.
RS-485 bus connection with 4
wires.

Dimensions :
37 x 63 x 23 mm

Dimensions :
22 x 90 x 55 mm

Dimensions :
22 x 90 x 55 mm

DESCRIPTION
Type
Power supply (V DC)
Power draw mA)
Outputs
Operation of open collector output
Power of open collector output (mA)
Operation of relay output
Relay output rated
Dimensions (mm)
Weight (g)
Working temperature (°C)
Stocking temperature (C°)
Relative working humidity (%)
Relative stocking humidity (%)
Compliant with

001SEXP8
12 ÷ 15
20
37x63x23
26
0 ÷ +40
-10 ÷ +50
25 ÷ 75 No condensation
25 ÷ 75 No condensation
CEI EN 50131-1(Grade 2); CEI EN50131-3

001SMR8ICI
12 ÷ 15
40
22x90x55
61.7
0 ÷ +40
-10 ÷ +50
25 ÷ 75 No condensation
25 ÷ 75 No condensation
EN 50081-1 EN 50082-1

001SMR8O4R
12 ÷ 15
50
4 outputs € 4 outputs
Closes towards the negative
50 (mA) open collector output current
NC or NO selectable via jumper
0.3A 60Vac - 1A 30Vdc - 0.5A 125 Vac
22x90x55
67.2
0 ÷ +40
-10 ÷ +50
25 ÷ 75 No condensation
25 ÷ 75 No condensation
EN 50081-1 EN 50082-1
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BURGLAR-PROOF
ALARM SYSTEM
KEYPADS

The "Flat" capacitative keypad.

The keyboard lets you access the following functions:

The 001STLCDFN features capacitative touch buttons that make it
easier to control your burglar-proof system.
Besides the regular wall-mouting installation, the keypad can also be
flush-mounted into the wall thanks to the very thin construction which,
combined with its particularly attractive design, make it fit perfectly in
any interior design setting.

• Programming the control unit
During installation the control unit can be supplied with programming
parameters (alternatively to using the SWLINK programming
software).
• Control operations
Lets you insert and remove from the system depending on the set
areas.
• Scenarios
You can program scenarios, that is, a series of actions to be carried
out in areas and outputs, and couple these to the various keypads
installed in the system.The scenarios can then be launched
from the relevant keypad. This innovative function, greatly simplifies
user operations in that users can manage the system simply by
selecting the desired scenario (e.g. "NIGHT" SCENARIO: inserting
day area, perimetral area and outdoor area) without having to select
when inserting the areas to be activated.
The range is completed by the classic wall-installed 001STLCDS LCD
display, featuring traditional silicon coated rubber keys. Even this one
features the above described functions.

Wall-mounted with
001SFILLTFN fixture

Flush-mounted on wall
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001STLCDFN

001STLCDFB

001STLCDS

Black "FLAT" keypad
"Flat" black touchscreen
keypad, liquid crystal blue
backlit display, 32 characters,
light touch buttons, either
wall or flush mounted (flushmounting requires the specific
item 001SBOXTF box).

White "FLAT" keypad
"Flat" white touchscreen
keypad, liquid crystal blue
backlit display, 32 characters,
light touch buttons, either
wall or flush mounted (flushmounting requires the specific
item 001SBOXTF box).

Keypad
Keypad in plastic casing, blue
backlit liquid crystal display, 32
characters on two lines.

Dimensions :
41 x 29 x 9 mm

Dimensions :
41 x 29 x 9 mm

001SFILLTFB

001SFILLTFN

001SBOXTF

Optional white fixture
Optional decor frame for
keypad item 001STLCDFN.
001STLCDFB.
White colour.

Optional black fixture
Optional decor frame for
keypad item 001STLCDFN.
Black colour.

Flush-mounting box for the
001STLCDFB keypad
Container for application of
flush-mounted keypad item
001STLCDFx.

Dimensions :
41 x 29 x 9 mm

Dimensions :
41 x 29 x 9 mm

Dimensions :
140 x 105 x 27 mm

Dimensions :
41 x 29 x 9 mm

DESCRIPTION
Type
Power supply (V DC)
Power draw (mA)
Protection rating
Dimensions (mm)
Weight
Container material
Working temperature (°C)
Stocking temperature (C°)
Relative working humidity (%)
Relative stocking humidity (%)
Compliant with

001STLCDS
12 ÷ 15
60
IP40
105x140x28
204
White ABS
0 ÷ +40
-10 ÷ +50
25 ÷ 75 No condensation
25 ÷ 75 No condensation
CEI EN 50131-1) (Grade 2); CEI EN50131-3

001SFLCDFB 001SFLCDFN
12 ÷ 15
60
IP40
140x140x5
250
Plexiglass
0 ÷ +40
-10 ÷ +50
25 ÷ 75 No condensation
25 ÷ 75 No condensation
CEI EN 50131-1(Grade 2); CEI EN50131-3
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INSERTERS AND
TRANSPONDER KEYS

The 001SKEYT transponder key and the
001SINTS inserter allows the control units to
manages the CP-series system.
Operation of these devices takes place as follows:
• When programming you can set up scenarios, that is, a set of
actions to be carried out in areas and outputs, and match them to
the various inserters. The inserter lets you launch up to three
scenarios and to completely switch off the system.
The inserter features 4 LED lights: 3 refer to the scenarios, the fourth
warns about system status.
• The key is programmed with a factory code which, while
programming, is transferred to the control unit's memory.
• Subsequently, by approaching the key to the inserter, you will be
able to launch the scenario you wish among the three managed by
said inserter.
This innovative function, greatly simplifies user operations in that users
can manage the system simply by selecting the desired scenario
(e.g. "NIGHT" SCENARIO: inserting day area, perimetral area and outdoor
area).

Standard scheme

system status
scenarios (1, 2, 3)
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SINTS series

001SKEYT

Transponder
inserter

Transponder
key

001SKEYT
Transponder key
Ultra high-security transponder
key, BLUE.
Dimensions :
41 x 29 x 9 mm

Transponder inserter
Ideal for reading item 001SKEYT transponder keys.
Notes:
See standard series models.

001SINTS30

001SINTS47

001SINTS44

001SINTS38

Model compatible with
BTicino Magic Bianca series

Model compatible with
BTicino Light Tech Argento
series.

Model compatible with
Vimar 8000 Bianca series.

Model compatible with
Ave 45 Blanc series.

001SINTS42

001SINTS56

001SINTS39

Model compatible with
BTicino Living International
Nera series

Model compatible with
BTicino Luna Nera series.

Model compatible with
Vimar Eikon Next Argento
series.

Model compatible with
Ave 45 Noir series.

001SINTS34

001SINTS35

001SINTS37

Model compatible with
BTicino Magic Bianca series

Model compatible with
Vimar Idea Nera series.

Model compatible with
Gewiss Playbus Nera series.

Model compatible with
Ave Ral series.

001SINTS49

001SINTS36

001SINTS59

Model compatible with
BTicino Magic Bianca series

Model compatible with
Vimar Idea Bianca series.

001SINTS50

001SINTS43

Model compatible with
Gewiss Chorus bianca
series.

Model compatible with
BTicino Matix Avorio series

Model compatible with
Vimar Plana Argento series.

001SINTS57

001SINTS62

Model compatible with
BTicino Axolute Argento
series.

Model compatible with
Vimar Plana Argento series.

001SINTS58

Model compatible with
Vimar Eikon series.

001SINTS32

Model compatible with
BTicino Axolute Nera series

001SINTS41
Model compatible with
BTicino Living Nera series

001SINTS55
001SINTS63
Model compatible with
Vimar Eikon Bianca series.

001SINTS45
001SINTS46
Model compatible with
Ave Banquise series.

001SINTS52

001SINTS61

Model compatible with
Legrand Vela Bianca series.

Model compatible with
Gewiss Argento series.

001SINTS53

001SINTS60

Model compatible with
Legrand Vela Bianca series.

Model compatible with
Gewiss Chorus Nera series.

001SINTS54

001SINTS40
Model compatible with
Gewiss System Bianca
series.

001SINTS48

Model compatible with
Legrand Vela Bianca series.

001SINTS51
Model compatible with
Legrand Vela Bianca series.

Model compatible with
Gewiss System Nera series.

DESCRIPTION
Type
Power supply (V DC)
Power draw (mA)
Protection rating
Dimensions (mm)
Weight (g)
Container material
Working temperature (°C)
Stocking temperature (C°)
Relative working humidity (%)
Relative stocking humidity (%)
Compliant with

ALL MODELS
12 ÷ 15
100
IP40
1 Module series
18.5
Plastic
0 ÷ +40
-10 ÷ +50
25 ÷ 75 No condensation
25 ÷ 75 No condensation
CEI EN 50131-1) (Grade 2); CEI EN50131-3
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TELEPHONE COMBINER
MODULES

Came's CP-series control units allow
transmission of alarm messages, in digital form
with Contac-ID protocol towards security firm
dispatch-operators thanks to the supplied
PSTN bidirectional combiner.

The range includes two voice sysnthesis cards: the 001SGV64 with 64
Mbit of memory and the 001SGV256 with 256 Mbit of memory.
These, depending on their memory capacity, besides inputing voice
messages, expand the number of user codes, transponder-key codes
and logged events in the memory according to the information listed in
the technical characteristics summary table on page 31.

By inserting into the control unit the (001SGV64 or 001SGV256) voice
cards you can add the following functionalities to the system:

The telephone combiner may be completed with the GSM 001SIGSM
module which adds the following functionalities to the system:

• Alarm voice messages
Besides the Contact ID protocol transmission, each alarm event
can be coupled with a voice message to be transmitted to preset
telephone contact numbers.
• Guide to remote control operations
By calling the control unit via a remote phone, users may, after
keying in their code, control and query the installed system:
. control-unit status query,
. activation and deactivation of control unit,
. power supply and fuses status query,
. event memory query,
. input and temporary input exclusion query,
. output activation and query,
guided by messages reproduced by the voice card. Particularly
interesting is the memory roll where every event is flagged by the
voice message to which it is assigned.

• Alarm transmission
The alarms can be transmitted on the PSTN and GSM lines alike.
One of the two lines can be programmed to have priority status over
the other one. In case the alarm is sounded the combiner uses the
programmed priority line; if this were unavailable, it automatically
switches to the other line.
• Alarm SMS
Besides the Contact ID protocol transmission, each alarm event can
be coupled with a voice message, even SMS messages to be
transmitted to preset telephone contact numbers.
• Control SMS
The system can be remotely managed via SMS by sending specific
messages to the control unit, it will reply with SMS confirmation
messages that the requested actions have been carried out.
Actions available via SMS:
. control-unit status query,
. activation and deactivation of control unit areas and outputs,
. inputs query,
. temporary output exclusion,
. outputs query,
. events request.

All of the voice messages can be written during the programming
phase using the innovative TTS (Text To Speech) function, which lets
you transform the written text message into a voice message, all
thanks to the dedicated card.

Standard set up

001SGV64 - 001SGV256
Programmable voice guide
card

TRANSMISSION OF ALARMS IN VOICE
AND VOICE GUIDE FORMS FOR REMOTE
CONTROL

001SIGSM
GSM module

PSTN LINE

SECURITY
FIRM
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DIGITAL PROTOCOL TRANSMISSION TO
SECURITY FIRMS

GSM line
COMMAND AND OPERATION
CONFIRMATION SMSs.
REMOTE CONTROL VOICE
ALARM MESSAGES AND
VOICE GUIDE

001SIGSM

001SGV64

001SANT10

Interface with built-in GSM
module
Suited for all CP-series control
units, with stylus antenna.
Lets you send SMSs, voice
messages (if fitted with card
item 001SGVxx), receive SMSs
and DTMF remote control
commands.

Programmable voice guide card
For sending detailed alarm
reports on PSTN and GSM
networks (requires card item
001SIGSM). Guides users
through system-status query
and control operations.

Optional GSM antenna
Optional GSM antenna with
steel bracket and 10 m cable
length.

Dimensions :
34 x 81 x 30 mm

Dimensions :
h 130 mm

001SGV256
Programmable voice guide card
For sending detailed alarm
reports on PSTN and GSM
networks (requires card item
001SIGSM).
Guides users through remote
system-status query and control
operations, and can extend limit
of user codes, key codes and
the number of storable events,
to the maximum limits allowed
by the CP-series control unit.
Dimensions :
22 x 22 x 12 mm

DESCRIPTION
Type
Power supply (V DC)
Power draw (mA)
Dimensions (mm)
Weight (g)
Memory (Mbit)
Working temperature (°C)
Stocking temperature (C°)
Relative working humidity (%)
Relative stocking humidity (%)
Compliant with

001SGV64
12 ÷ 15
10
22x22x12
3.7
64
0 ÷ +40
-10 ÷ +50
25 ÷ 75 No condensation
25 ÷ 75 No condensation
CEI EN 50131-1) (Grade 2); CEI EN50131-3

001SGV256
12 ÷ 15
10
22x22x12
3.7
256
0 ÷ +40
-10 ÷ +50
25 ÷ 75 No condensation
25 ÷ 75 No condensation
CEI EN 50131-1) (Grade 2); CEI EN50131-3

001SIGSM
12 ÷ 15
100
34x81x30
38
0 ÷ +40
-10 ÷ +50
25 ÷ 75 No condensation
25 ÷ 75 No condensation
CEI EN 50131-1) (Grade 2); CEI EN50131-3
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LAN NETWORK
INTERFACES

The 001SSIP and 001SIFLAN cards allow the
Came system control units to connect up with
a LAN network and a remote computer over
the internet.
The two cards boost the control units with the following functionalities:
• 001SSIP LAN network interface
Connects the control unit to the LAN network so it can talk with
online devices.The control unit can, for instance, talk with a
PC running on SWLINK software that is online.
In the same way, a remote computer connected to the internet can
reach the control unit and, throught the system's software, remotely
trigger any programming and event-log monitoring operations.

• 001SIFLAN LAN network interface with Web Browser
Connects the control unit to the LAN network so that it can talk
with the online devices. Unlike the previous one it is fitted with a web
browser so that a remote computer can connect up to the control
unit on an internet line using a common browser.
This type of connection allows you to download onto the remote
computer any control pages, such as a virtual keypad, to allow you
to interact with the control unit.
Also, the SWLINK can be used remotely for carrying out any
programming or event-log viewing operations.

Standard scheme

Remote PC

ADSL Modem
Router

INTERNET

001SDT215
Volumetric detectors

001STLCDFN

001SMR8ICI

Keypad

Remote input
expansion module

RS485
LAN NETWORK

002SCP4060
Burglar-proof control unit

001SIFLAN

ADSL Modem
Router

Webserver
interface

Local PC
32

HUB
SWITCH

Local PC

001SSIP

001SIFLAN

Interface for connecting
CP-series control units to
the Ethernet 10/100 BaseT
network
Lets you connect the control
unit to a remote PC running the
item SWLINK software use the
standard TCP/IP protocol.

Webserver interface for
connecting CP-series control
units to the Ethernet 10/100
BaseT network
Lets you connect the control
unit to a remote PC running a
web browser, using the internet.

Dimensions:
50 x 70 x 25 mm

Dimensions:
50 x 70 x 25 mm

DESCRIPTION
Type
Power supply (V DC)
Power draw (mA)
Web browser
Dimensions (mm)
Weight
Working temperature (°C)
Stocking temperature (C°)
Relative working humidity (%)
Relative stocking humidity (%)
Compliant with

0010SIFLAN
12 ÷ 15
50 ÷ 250
YES
50x70x25
70
0 ÷ +40
-10 ÷ +50
25 ÷ 75 No condensation
25 ÷ 75 No condensation
CEI EN 50131-1); CEI EN50131-3

001SSIP
12 ÷ 15
50 ÷ 250
NO
50x70x25
70
0 ÷ +40
-10 ÷ +50
25 ÷ 75 No condensation
25 ÷ 75 No condensation
CEI EN 50131-1) (Grade 2); CEI EN50131-3
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VOLUMETRIC
DETECTORS

Adjustable sensitivity via dedicated trimmer.
Guaranteed to completely cover the room.

Microwave adjusting
Fastening screw
LED jumper
LEDs activated
LEDs deactivated

• The 001SIR215 is a passive infrared-based, low-absorbing
volumetric movement detector ideal for indoor protection
You can adjust the detector's sensitivity via the specific trimmer to
properly cover an entire room.

Microwave terminals
Jumper for and (closed) or (open)
functions selection
Pir detector
Infrared adjusting

• The 001SDT215 is a low-absorbing, volumetric movement
detector ideal for indoor installation
It uses two detection technologies: a double-element pyroelectrical
passive-infrared (PIR) sensor, and a microwave (MW) sensor with
planar antenna. Via a specific jumper you can select AND or OR
working modes for the two detection sections; the detector warns
of the alarm status when both sections are under alarm, if the jumper
is in the AND position. Contrarily, if the jumper is in the OR position,
the detector warns of the alarm status when just one of the sections
is under alarm. You can adjust the sensitivity of both sections via
specific trimmers to properly cover an entire room.

top view

Red LED (alarm)
Green LED (microwave alarm)

12°

19.4°

19.4°

side view

1.7 m
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Yellow LED (infrared alarm)

2.1 m

15 m

001SDT215

001SIR215

Double technology volumetric
detector
Low absorbing, passive
microwave plus planar
microwave. 15 m and 108°
sweep arc. AND/OR working
modes available. Complete with
joint.

Low absorbing, passive
infrared volumetric detector
15 m and 108° sweep arc.
Complete with joint.
Dimensions :
100 x 60 x 46 mm

Dimensions :
100 x 60 x 46 mm

DESCRIPTION
Type
Power supply (V DC)
Power draw (mA)
Alarm contact rated: (mA/V)
Tamper contact rated (mA/V)
Microwave frequency (Ghz)
Max power emitted (mW)
Dimensions (mm)
Weight
Container material
Working temperature (°C)
Stocking temperature (C°)
Relative working humidity (%)
Relative stocking humidity (%)
Compliant with

001SIR215
12 ÷ 15
11 ÷ 15
50/24
100/24
110x60x46
80.6 (without joint)
White ABS
+5 ÷ +50
-10 ÷ +50
80 ÷ 75 No condensation
80 ÷ 75 No condensation
CEI EN50131-2-2

001SDT215
12 ÷ 15
15 ÷ 25
50/24
100/24
10.525 band y
<5
110x60x46
89.7 (without joint)
White ABS
+5 ÷ +50
-10 ÷ +50
80 ÷ 75 No condensation
80 ÷ 75 No condensation
CEI EN50131-2-2
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RADIO
DEVICES

The 001SRX128D radio receiver allows you to
connect up radio devices (i.e. radio detectors
and transmitters) to the CP-series control unit,
with which they are fitted.
The 001SRX128D, connected on the RS485 bus line as an expansion
module, provides bidirectional interaction among various devices
and the control unit. As detailed in the block diagram below, the
RS485 can be connected to several 001SRX128D modules, to
improve communication among the control unit and the radio devices,
especially when installations cover very large surface areas or in areas
where signal disturbances are an issue.

The number of radio devices that can be used and the number
of modules that can be connected to the RS485 line
depends on which control unit you are using:
Control unit
002SCP4020
002SCP4060
002SCP8192

Transmitters
8
32
32

Radio inputs
16
40
64

001SRX128D
2
8
16

001SRX128D includes a LED field meter that allows evaluation of
received signals. To be used during installation.

Standard scheme
001SIR215WL
Volumetric
radio receiver

001STXW003WL

RS485

Perimetral radio
detector

001SRX128D
001STHB004WL
Radio transmitter

001SIR215WL

Supervised
dualband radio
receiver

002SCP4060
Burglar-proof control unit

001STLCDFN
Keypad

Volumetric
radio receiver

001STXW003WL
Perimetral
radio detector
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001SRX128D
Supervised
Dualband Radio
Receiver

001SMR8O4R
8-exit expansion module

001SRX128D
Supervised Dualband Radio
Receiver
Uses frequencies from 433
to 868 MHz ( the number of
programmable inputs varies
depending on the CP-series
control unit.
Dimensions :
110 x 80 x 25 mm

DESCRIPTION
Type
Power supply (V DC)
Power draw (mA)
Type of modulation
Radio transmission (MHz)
Communication with control unit
Select address
Dimensions (mm)
Weight (g)
Container material
Working temperature (°C)
Stocking temperature (C°)
Relative working humidity (%)
Relative stocking humidity (%)
Compliant with

001SRX128D
12 ÷ 15
50 ÷ 100
Frequency modulation (GFSK)
Dual band 868 MHz and 434 MHz Bidirectional
Via Bus RS485
Via 4 dip-switches
110x80x25
30
White ABS
0 ÷ +50
-10 ÷ +50
80 No condensation
80 No condensation
CEI EN50131 RTTE 99/05
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RADIO
DEVICES

The 001STXW003WL is a radio-based perimetral device with built-in
transmitter, ideal for indoor installation to protect doors and windows.
It talks in bidirectional mode with the 001SRX128D receiver and can
therefore be used with the CP-series control units. Housed inside is a
magnetic contact (ampolla reed) commanded by a standard-supplied
external magnet.
The magnet, thanks to its specific support, must be installed on the
door or window which is to be protected, whereas the detector goes
on the frame.
By moving the magnet away from the detector an alarm signal is
transmitted to the control unit.
The 001STXW003WL also features two inputs to connect up to
outdoor detection devices.
The inputs can be set up, when programming, for connecting up to
normal magnetic contacts or shutter movement detectors.
If the input is programmed for connecting up a magnetic contact, the
001STXW003WL radio device will transmit the ON-OFF status of the
contact itself. By programming the input to connect up to a shutter
movement-detector you can also set the number of impulses, coming
from the shutter movement-detector, and once the number is reached,
the 001STXW003WL radio device transmits the alarm.
The 001STXW003WL transmits the status of the reed contact and
the statuses of the two auxiliary inputs on separate channels, so they
can be individually identified by the control unit. In the same way, also
the tamper-proof alarm is transmitted while allowing to be exactly
identified.
The 001SIR215WL is a passive infrared, volumetric movementdetector with on-board radio transmitter, ideal for indoor installations.
It talks in bidirectional mode with the 001SRX128D receiver and can
therefore be used with the CP-series control units.

The 001SIR215WL transmits the burglar-proof alarm, the tampering
alarm and the supervision signal. The coverage area and installation
position are the same as those explained for the 001SDT215 detector.
For purposes of maximum security, the radio devices are dual band
bidirectional (868 Mhz and 433 Mhz).
In case of alarm, the detector transmits the signal to the receiver
over the 868 Mhz band, the receiver sends a reception-complete
reply signal to the detector. If the detector does not receive the reply
message, it retransmits the signal a second time using the 433 Mhz band.
The system is supervised in that all of the detectors transmit, at regular
time intervals, their "on-and-ready" status signals; in case reception is
not made, the control unit, after a preset time, generates an anomaly/
alarm message. The detectors also transmit the battery status signal,
viewable in the control unit.
Our range of radio devices is topped off by the 001STHB004WL
4-channel bidirectional radio command. The device buttons can
be programmed to launch 4 scenarios which have been set up in
the control unit. To ensure maximum security the radio command
transmits its own code in "rolling code" mode.
The radio range is about 100 m with a free range and when the band
is disturbance-free. It can undergo considerable reduction indoors
due to its position in relation to the room structure and/or due to radio
band distrurbances.

Standard scheme
001STXW003WL
Volumetric
detectors

001SIR215WL

RS485

Volumetric
detectors

001SRX128D
002SCP4060
Burglar proof control unit
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Supervised
dualband radio
receiver

001STHB004WL
Radio transmitter

SHUTTER
DETECTOR

MAGNETIC
CONTACT FOR
DOOR / WINDOW

001STXW003WL

001SIR215WL

001STHB004WL

Perimetral radio detector
For protecting opening of doors
and windows.
Besides transmitting an alarm
signal it also allows transmission
of two standard input signals.

Volumetric radio detector
Features sensitivity adjustments
and impulse counter.
15 m and 108° sweep arc.
Complete with joint.

Radio transmitter
Provides control of the CPseries control units. Features
4 buttons to launch 4 controlunit-programmed scenarios. It
receives, from the control unit,
the system status signal and
which is visualised on the LED.
"Rolling Code" mode.

Dimensions :
28 x 95 x 28 mm

Dimensions :
60 x 110 x 46 mm

Dimensions :
40 x 110 x 12 mm

DESCRIPTION
Type
Power supply (V DC)
Power draw when idle (mA)
Power draw when transmitting (mA)
Battery life (months)
Type of modulation
Radio transmission (MHz)
Dimensions (mm)
Magnet dimensions (mm)
Weight (g)
Container material
Working temperature (°C)
Stocking temperature (C°)
Relative working humidity (%)
Relative stocking humidity (%)
Compliant with

001SIR215WL
3V6 1/2AA lithium battery included
0.02
30
24
Frequency modulation (GFSK)
Dual band 868 and 434 Bidirectional
110x60x46
White ABS
0 ÷ +50
-10 ÷ +50
80 No condensation
80 No condensation
CEI EN50131-5-3 RTTE 99/05

001STXW003WL
3V6 1/2AA lithium battery included
0.02
25
36

001STHB004WL
-

Dual band 868 and 434 Bidirectional
28x95x28
13x45x24
White ABS
0 ÷ +50
-10 ÷ +50
80 No condensation
80 No condensation
CEI EN50131-5-3 RTTE 99/05

Dual band 868 MHz and 434 MHz Bidirectional
0 ÷ +50
-10 ÷ +50
80 No condensation
80 No condensation
CEI EN50131-5-3 RTTE 99/05
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OUTDOORS AND INDOORS
SIRENS

The 001SLUNA is a self-powered siren with
flash for outdoor installation.
Inside the ABS casing, there are two anti-foam protections:
• the first consists of a specific metallic screen that can
protect the electronic parts and the sound diffuser,
• while the second consists of a sensor that can generate, if
triggered by foam, an alarm on the tamper output.

This lets you use the flashing light, not only as an alarm warning, but
also as an auxiliary warning coming from the control unit (e.g. system
status).
The 001SLUNA features protection against removal, opening and
siren-block function to use during installation or maintenance.
Operation is determined thanks to a series of DIP-switches, on-board
the card.

The flashing light is made up of two groups of high-efficiency LEDs that
guarantee unlimited duration over time and that do away with the usual
maintenance operations when replacing light bulbs. The two sections
of the flashing light can be commanded, either from the siren's alarm
input, or separately via two apposite inputs.

Connector for battery cables
and cone

Power supply and accessories
terminals

Rip-proof and foam-proof
switch

Protective fuse for the
F 3.15A card

Opening switch

3.15 - Protective fuse for
inverting F 3.15

LED warning lights cable
connector
Dip-switch
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A battery polarity LED signal
light

001SLUNA

009SSP400

Self-powering outdoor siren
with ABS casing and LED
flashing light
Independent input for
controlling the flashing light to
signal system status. Anti-foam
active with contact output.
Use with 12V/2.2Ah battery
item 001SBAT2.

Piezo-electrical indoor siren
Plastic wall casing.
Dimensions :
115 x 115 x 35 mm

Dimensions :
280 x 140 x 135 mm

DESCRIPTION
Type
Power supply (V DC)
Power draw when idle (mA)
Power draw with alarm engaged (A)
Sound pressure (db)
Alarm time (")
Battery (V/Ah)
Protection rating
Environmental Class
Dimensions (mm)
Weight without battery (g)
Container material
Antifoam protection
Working temperature (°C)
Stocking temperature (C°)
Relative working humidity (%)
Relative stocking humidity (%)
Compliant with

001SLUNA
12 ÷ 15
30
1.5
110 a 1 1 m
from 120 to 600 (jumper selectable)
12 / 2.2
IP44
3
280 x 140 x 135
2500
ABS
Galvanised sheet
-25 ÷ +55
-10 ÷ +50
25 ÷ 75 No condensation
25 ÷ 75 No condensation
EN 50131-1 (grad3 2) EN 50131-4

009SSP400
12 ÷ 15
0.09
80 a 1 1 m
from 120 to 600 (jumper selectable)
115 x 115 x 35
131
plastic
EN 50131-1 (grad3 2) EN 50131-4
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ACCESSORIES

001SNTC47

001SR2

001SR4

Temperature gauge [NTC]
For active temperature control
of the control-unit battery.

Card 2
Relay cards connectable to the
open collector outputs on the
control units item 001SCPxxxx
and remote modules item
8SMR4O4R.
One NO - NC switch contact for
each relay.

Card 4
Relay cards connectable to the
open collector outputs on the
control units item 001SCPxxxx
and remote modules item
8SMR4O4R.
One NO - NC switch contact for
each relay.

001SPROBAT

001SR8

Fully discharging, lead
battery protection card
(obligatory for batteries of over
7.5 Ah).

Card 8
8 relay cards connectable to the
open collector outputs on the
control units item 002SCPxxxx
and remote modules item
001SMR8O4R.
One NO - NC switch contact for
each relay.
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001SRS485
Bus RS485
Best with very long bus lines
(over 400 m) or numerous
branchings off.

SPECIAL SOFTWARE
AND BATTERY CABLES

001S24TW50

001SDOMO2

Bus cable for alarm systems
Screened and twisted grade 4.
2 X 0.5 + 2 X 2 X 0.22.
200 m coil.

Software license
To use terminal item
002STS550M in home
automation with Came home
automation Bus.
Each license is valid for only
one terminal.

001S24TW75
Bus cable for alarm systems
Screened and twisted grade 4.
2 X 0.75 + 2 X 2 X 0.22.
200 m coil.

001SIRUSB
Cable kit with serial USB
interface
The package contains an
RS232 cable for programming
CP-series control units and item
002ST550M Touch screens via
PC, an RS232-USB converter
complete with CD and drivers,
plus the CD containing SWINK
software for programming the
control units.

001SBAT2

001SBAT7

001SBAT15

Air-tight rechargeable lead
battery, 12 V - 2.2 Ah.

Air-tight rechargeable lead
battery, 12 V - 7.2 Ah.

Air-tight rechargeable lead
battery, 12 V - 15 Ah.
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